
Tools required (not supplied)

Drill and drill bits
Required when securing
the cabinet to a wall.
Use an appropriate size
bit to match the wall
fixing chosen (wall screws
and fixings not supplied)

Before you start carefully read the instructions.
Check the pack and make sure all the components are included. When you are ready to start make sure you have the right tools to hand, 
plenty of space and a clean dry area for building. Don’t rush, read the instructions first and run through them before you begin.

Keep fittings together to avoid loss. Do not over tighten screws or bolts.

CLEANING  Use mild soap and water only. Do not use washing powders or any other types of abrasive cleaner. See aftercare instructions.

STOP If a part is missing or damaged, please call 01535 613 830. Please have your instruction guide ready.

Cross head screwdriver

Spirit level
Pencil

Tape Measure

Sealant Gun
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450 Vanity Unit 650 Vanity Unit

Tower Unit

(Left Hand Open Shown).

(Right Hand Open Shown).

450 & 650 Mirror

(Note: Mirror can be hung 
both horizontally and vertically).

L-Shaped Bracket x2 (450 & 650 Vanity Only)

  12mm Woodscrews x4 (450 & 650 Vanity Only)

Images shown are for fitting reference only.

5mm Cover Caps (450 Vanity & Tower Unit Only)

15mm Cover Caps (450 Vanity & Tower Unit Only)

Fittings Supplied

Handle Bolts:
x2 (450 Vanity Unit Only)

x4 (650 Vanity Unit & Tower Unit Only)

Handles:
x1 (450 Vanity Unit Only) 

x2 (650 Vanity Unit & Tower Unit Only)

Note: wall fixings not supplied.



Before fixing the handle to the door, decide which 
hand you would like your chosen unit to open from. 
If you choose to hand the door on the opposite side 
to how the unit came, simply unscrew the 2 screws 
on both hinge plates, as shown, until the door comes 
loose with the hinge and hinge plate fully attached. 
Be careful not to damage the door when handling. 
Reattach the door by aligning the screws in the hinge
plate with the pre-drilled holes on the chosen end panel
and screwing them in. Make sure that all screws are secured.
Fit the relevant amount of 5mm cover caps into the 
exposed holes on the unhinged end panel.
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To fit the handle follow the template provided. Mark the 
door on the hinged face. Place as scrap piece of board 
behind the door to prevent any excessive breaking out.
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When you have marked and drilled the positions for the 
handles, use 2x handle bolts to attach the handle. 
When the handle has been fitted reattach the door to the unit.

To adjust the door from side to side on the cabinet,
turn the screw as illustrated on both of the
hinges and move the door to the required 
position.

B

To adjust the door up and down on the 

cabinet, loosen both screws as illustrated on 

all hinges on the cabinet and move the door 

to the required position. Re-tighten all 

screws after.

B

C

To adjust the hinges follow the processes below. 

To adjust the door in and out on the cabinet,
loosen the screw, as shown below, and move
the door to required position. Once you are 
happy with the position, re-tighten the screw.

A

A
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If you would like to make the vanity units 
captive, simply screw the l-shape brackets 
provided onto the two back legs at a 
suitable height using 2x 12mm woodscrews 
per bracket. Note: before attaching the 
brackets, ensure that they will not foul 
on any part of the basin when sat on the 
unit. When you are happy with the unit fix 
the unit to the wall using suitable fixings.
Use a spirit level to ensure that the 
unit is level and plumb.
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If you would like to make the
tower unit captive, fix a timber 
batten to the wall to bridge the 
gap between the unit and the 
wall. Ensure that when fixing the 
batten, it falls within the vicinity of 
the loose shelf in the top section 
of the unit. When you have fixed 
the batten, mark out two equal 
positions behind where the loose 
shelf fits in the top section of the 
unit. Using suitable fixings, follow 
these positions to attach the unit
to the wall. 

Timber Batten

Ensure the batten falls within the loose
shelf vicinity.
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Note: Mirror can be position either horizontally or vertically to suit.

IMPORTANT 
We recommend that you read the sealant 
packaging for the curing time. Do not use 
the unit until the sealant is set. Please consult 
with an expert if you are unsure. 
We recommend that a qualified trades person 
is used for all plumbing work.

If you are at all unsure of any part of the 
instructions shown we recommend that 
you contact a reputable qualified trades 
person. 

Product Aftercare.
We recommend cleaning with a soft damp cloth and mild 
soap solution.
Do not use cream cleaners or cleaners containing bleach.
Do not scrub or scour.
Do not use abrasive cleaning agents.
Do not use solvent based cleaners
If a polish is to be used, use a wax free polish.
Do not allow pools of water to remain standing on the surfaces.  

Bed the basin to the top of the vanity on a bead of silicone
sealant as shown and allow to fully cure. This will hold the
basin securely in place when fully cured.

You may also wish to seal where the cabinet and basin
meet the wall with a neat smooth bead of sealant.

To fix the mirror to the wall with the grain going vertically, measure the distance between 
the keyhole fixings in positions B, as noted below. Replicate these measurements to the 
required positions on the wall at the required height.
To fix the mirror to the wall with the grain going horizontally, follow the same process but
measure the distance between the keyhole fixings in positions A.

Note: before commencing with attaching fittings to the wall, double check all marked
positions to ensure that you are happy with the positions.

Using a drill and a suitable drill bit, drill two holes at the positions 
marked on the wall ready to receive the wall fixings.
Note: wall fixings not supplied.

Fix two screws into the fixings at both points, leaving the screw 
head proud enough to securely receive the mirror.
When you have screwed the fixings to the wall, place the mirror onto 
the wall, aligning the wall fixings with the keyhole fittings in the 
mirror.

Use a spirit level to check that the mirror is level and plumb, 
as shown below.
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